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MRD

50 m 100 m 150 m 200 m 250 m 300 m

100 m 0.1 ±0 -5.9 -18.5 -38.5 -67.1

MRD 150 m 2.1 4 0 -10.5 -28.6 -55.1

Velocity & Energy

0m 50m 100m 150m 200m 250m 300m

V [m/s] 730 688 648 610 573 537 502

0m 50m 100m 150m 200m 250m 300m

E [J] 4396 3905 3464 3070 2709 2379 2079
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9.3 x 74 R

The 9.3 x 74 R is the “queen of the rimmed cartridges”. It is suitable
for break-open guns, no matter whether break-open rifle, over-
and-under shotgun/rifle combination, drilling or double rifle. In
combination guns hunters like to use it with a smaller cartridge
suitable for roe deer (e. g. in a barrel insert).

This calibre is the companion version of the 9.3 x 62, and they both
were introduced at about the same time in 1905.

The GECO Softpoint load with a 255 gr bullet weight is popular for
drive hunting. Beyond that, the GECO Plus bullet with 255 gr is being
produced and for all hunters shooting lead-free ammunition we offer
GECO ZERO with a weight of 184 gr.

GECO Plus

The GECO Plus is a precise projectile designed using the latest technology. The GECO
bonding technique is characterised by the extremely strong solder joint between the
projectile core and jacket. As a result of this the GECO Plus mushrooms with minimum
fragmentation and has excellent penetration even in heavy game or if striking bone.
The breaking points visible on the jacket control the deformation and ensure the bullets
effectiveness.
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Construction GECO Plus bullet

For deep penetration with absolutely minimum carcase
damage for deer or even larger game.

1. GECO Performance Point: For precision and safe
deformation

2. GECO Grooves: For controlled effectiveness
3. GECO Bonding: For deep penetration and venison

protection
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